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Nusantara Bioscience 11: 56-62. This study aims to find out the influence of additional lime concentration and the length of boiling time toward the proximate and calcium grits of corn (Zea mays L). The study was conducted using a randomized group factorial design of two factors. The first factor is calcium concentration consisted of three treatments; 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5%, and the second factor is the length of boiling time, consisting of two treatments; the 60-minute boiling time, and the 30-minute boiling time.

The parameters of this study were water content, ash content, fat content, protein content, carbohydrate content, and calcium content. The ANOVA analysis reveals that the treatment of calcium concentration, and the length of boiling time insignificantly influence the water content, ash, protein, fat, carbohydrate, and calcium contents of nixtamal corn grits. Grits of nixtamal corn produced in this study has water content of
10.54-11.33%, ash content of 1.34-1.39%, protein content of 9.11-9.40%, fat content of 3.36-3.59%, carbohydrate content of 74.44-75.36%, and calcium content of 10.15-10.92%.
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INTRODUCTION

Nixtamalization is one of the methods that has been widely developed. Santiago-Ramos et al. (2018a) state that the initial concept of nixtamalization is a thermal process used to cook corn grains in water-alkaline or aqueous solutions as sources of calcium whose main purpose is to soften the pericarp and endosperm so as to facilitate milling.

In the same article, Bressani (2009) notes that the importance of nixtamalization for human's nutrition is undeniable since it increases the availability of niacin, lysine, and tryptophan as well as the calcium content, which has contributed to preventing pellagra, rickets, and osteoporosis in some American societies. According to Valderrama-Bravo et al. (2010), the nixtamalization process comprises the cooking of corn kernels in oversaturated calcium hydroxide solution (1-5% w/w based on corn weight), then, the corn is steeped from 8 to 24 hours and washed to remove excess of lime, pericarp and any solids. The nixtamal (alkaline cooked corn, steeped and washed) is stone ground into a dough, which is used to produce tortillas, tamales, atole, snacks (nachos), instant corn flours, etc. Food diversification efforts do not support the fluctuation of corn production.

Corn production is still limited to export purposes, while the field of corn processing into various products has not received special attention from the community and government. Food diversification activities can increase the uniformity of processed corn products and the economic value of the community. One of the corn processed products often consumed by the community is binthe biluhuta.

Binthe biluhuta is made of corn, which is boiled for several minutes, with the addition of lime inside. Lime serves to accelerate the cooking of corn kernels. During the cooking and soaking process, the reaction that occurs in traditional nixtamalization is the hydrolysis of the pericarp to arabinoxylans where the starch contained in the endosperm undergoes partial gelatinization and the annealing process simultaneously.

Some fat will be saponified and the protein depolymerizes and dissolves (Guzman et al
(2011) in Santiago-Ramos et al (2018b). This process was called nixtamalization. However, this process is not employed in the manufacture of grits. Therefore, this study carries out the development of corn grains, which are rich in calcium by using corn grits that have undergone a process of nixtamalization.

Rojas- Molina et al. (2009) and Rosado et al. (2005) argue that the absorption of calcium in corn tortillas is very high and depends on the amount of lime added. The addition of lime during the boiling process and steeping can increase calcium concentration and total absorption of calcium in corn tortilla products. During the nixtamalization, the corn grains go through different processes: thermo-alkaline (cooking), thermo-mechanical (wet milling), and again a thermal process during the baking. In each process, the corn components go through physicochemical changes that moiy he l rpties f nixta sa,andthe tortilla.

In the case of starch, in the presence of water as a KADIR et al. – Proximate and calcium analysis of nixtamalized corn grits 57 solvent, the masa suffers at least three different gelatinization changes. Martin (1985) explains that the main function of calcium is for the formation of bones and teeth.

Calcium needs must be met from food intake because calcium in food is absorbed in the small intestine by an active transport process. Based on the above description, it is necessary to research the effect of lime concentration, and the duration of boiling of the proximate content, and calcium grits nixtamal corn as a raw material of Gorontalo traditional meal.

Thus, the effect of lime concentration and the boiling process on the proximate and calcium content in corn grits is observed in this study. MATERIALS AND METHODS Materials The main ingredients used to make a traditional meal in this study were nixtamalized corn meal from local varieties (motoro kiki) and commercial lime (Ca (OH)2)).

The variety is a new variety released by Gorontalo Province, Indonesia as a purified variety of local genetic from local resources and releases it as a non-hybrid variety (Varietas Bersari Bebas-VBB) (Puslitbang Tanaman Pangan 2009). The commercial lime is obtained from traditional markets commonly used by Gorontalo people that are known as whiting.
Production of traditional meal from nixtamalize corn grits (Salazar et al. 2014)

Traditional corn meal was made with elaboration method by Salazar et al. (2014). This method consisted of six steps: Boiling process, washing, drying, milling, and screening. In the boiling processed, water that used to boil was added by lime with each concentration consisting of 0.5%, 1%, and 1.5% with the length of variation of boiling time consisting of 30 and 60 minutes. After sifting with 60 mesh sieve, grits of corn were ready to make a traditional meal.

The complete step for nixtamalization process which based on Villada et al. (2017) with slight modification. The sample was prepared by cooking 500g of traditional cornmeal in a solution of 1.5L of distilled water and 2.5, 5 and 7.5 g of calcium hydroxide (0.5, 1 and 1.5%, w/w) for each treatment. The corn kernels were added to the container and heated until they reached 92°C for 30 and 60 minutes.

After cooking, the maize was steeped for 24 hours. The nejayote was drained off. It is well known that during the nixtamalization process parts of corn kernels such as pericarp, germ, and endosperm fractions are lost to the cooking liquor that is called nejayote, and the excess of calcium is also deposited within this liquor. The nixtamal sample was rinsed twice with water.

After rinsing, nixtamal corn (cooked grains in alkaline solution) was dehydrated at the ambient temperature until it dries. Furthermore, it was wet milled and passing through the screen with 60 mesh to converted into grits. Procedures Nurhayati (1994) states that during the process of boiling or processing, foodstuffs are affected in many ways including changes in carbohydrates that can cause both positive and negative changes in the quality and nutritional status.

Method of analysis This research employed Randomized Complete Random Design (CRD) with two treatment factors: Factor I is the concentration of addition of lime (A) consisting of 3 levels: 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%. Factor II is boiling duration (B) consisting of 2 levels: Boiling for 60 and 30 minutes. Data analysis used a statistical test method of Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) by using Microsoft Excel 2013. Proximate determination (Ikya et al. 2013) The proximate analysis (protein, fat, ash, moisture, and crude fiber) of the fermented maize flour and the blends was determined by the official methods of AOAC 2012 (Ikya et al. 2013). Carbohydrate was determined by difference (100 - the sum of the...
content of protein, fat, ash and water). Calcium determination (Lawani et al. 2014) Determination of Calcium by titrimetry A 25.0

mL aliquot of each digest was pipetted into a beaker, and 1M NaOH solution was added to adjust the pH to 12-13. Two drops of solochrome dark blue were then added and immediately titrated against a 0.01M EDTA solution to the blue end-point. For every determination and evaluation, a standard curve of the mass of calcium (mg) versus the amount of EDTA (millimoles) was plotted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Carbohydrate Carbohydrates are the primary source of calories, and some carbohydrate groups produce fiber that is useful for digestion and has an essential role in determining the characteristics of foodstuffs. Carbohydrate content contained in a food can be known by the method of calculation that is the difference.

The result of carbohydrate of corn grits is presented in Figure 1. Carbohydrate in figure 1 shows that the range of carbohydrate contents for all treatments performs nixtamalization that is 74.44-75.36%. The difference in the time of boiling corn for 30 and 60 minutes at each lime concentration yields the different percentage of carbohydrates.

The difference indicates that the time of boiling corn powder affects the starch component especially gelatinization process, where the starch granules are not soluble in cold water but expand in hot water. The development of starch granules is reversible, back and forth if it does not pass through the temperature of gelatinization but changes its granule structure when gelatinization temperature is reached.

Generally, gelatinization of starch consists of three phases, namely: the first phase of water slowly and back and forth into granules. The second phase of the granules will expand rapidly at a temperature of 60-85oC, and the third phase when temperatures continue to rise then the amylose molecules diffuses out of the granules as a result of the granules contain only amylopectin alone and form a gel.

While the temperature in the process of boiling nixtamal corn, which is the temperature reached when boiling water and maintained according to the length of time in each treatment. This phase is the cause of differences in carbohydrate content of corn grits.
nixtamal. Corn with a long boiling time of 60 minutes has a longer duration of water absorption by starch granules.

The starch granules will then pass through the gelatinization process, and when the granules have reached their water absorption capacity, the starch granules will break apart, and the starch component present in the corn pipe will exit to reduce the amount of carbohydrate content of the nixtamal corn grits. At the 30-minute boiling, the process of gelatinization of starch occurs shorter, and the number of broken starch granules is less so that the process of losing some components of carbohydrates is less. In the study of Tan et al. (2009), when the process of heating and starch expands, there is some starch that dissolves into the water to make the former water stew becomes cloudy and slightly thick. Unlike the corn grits in control which has the lowest carbohydrate content of 73.43%, this is influenced by the grits control maize not passing through the boiling stage in the nixtamalization process.

Nurhayati (1994) states that during the process of boiling or processing, foodstuffs are affected in many ways including changes in carbohydrates that can cause both positive and negative changes in the quality and nutritional status. In addition, according to Ocheme et al. (2010), another proximate component in the form of protein and fat also influences the value of carbohydrates obtained because the percentage of carbohydrates is calculated based on the analysis by difference.

meaning that the treatment of lime concentration, the duration of boiling, and the interaction between both of them do not affect carbohydrate grits of nixtamal corn. This result follows the research conducted by Bello-Perez et al. (2014) revealing that the carbohydrate content of corn treated with nixtamalization from calcium carbonate (lime) is not significantly different from the traditional corn. Protein Contents of protein corn grits reveal that in the treatment of 0.5% lime concentration, with 30 minutes of boiling time yield the highest percentage of 9.4%, and the lowest percentage of protein content is found in 1.5% of the 60-minute boiling time, i.e. 9.11%; meanwhile, the protein content of grits control maize is equal to 9.41%.

ANOVA result showed $F_{value} < F_{t}$ This means that the treatment of lime concentration, boiling time, and interaction of both do not affect the content of protein grits of nixtamalized corn. The result of proteins of corn grits is presented in Figure 2. Figure 1.
Carbohydrate percentage of corn grits. Controls: Without Treatment; A1B1: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A2B1: Lime 1%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A3B1: Lime 1.5%, boiling time 60 of minutes; A1B2: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A2B2: Lime 1%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A3B2: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes Figure 2. Protein percentage of corn grits. Controls: Without Treatment; A1B1: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A2B1: Lime 1%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A3B1: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A1B2: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A2B2: Lime 1%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A3B2: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes.

The low percentage of protein content is probably caused by the loss of some protein due to the release of the corn pericarp when soaked in the lime solution. Valderrama-Bravo et al. (2010) state that soaking treatment with an alkaline solution will cause high protein loss due to the release of the pericarp of maize. Therefore, the higher the concentration of lime so the protein grits of corn will decrease. The same thing also obtained from Chukwuma et al.

(2016) research that The proteins in raw samples of corn were degraded and converted into soluble forms during boiling and this possibly led to the low amount of proteins in boiling quality protein maize (BQPM). It caused by the protein in corn is found in the endosperm, while the endosperm is protected by pericarp or the husk of corn KADIR et al.

– Proximate and calcium analysis of nixtamalized corn grits 59 husk. The chemical interaction of chalk and water in the boiling process is damage pericarp part. The longer the duration of boiling corn in the lime solution, the higher the protein content loss in the corn of nixtamal maize. The decrease in protein content in each boiling duration increases, due to the warming treatment that can cause the protein denatured, resulting in protein damage.

On the other research, in addition, the loss of solids decreases from 3.2% to 12.0% in traditional nixtamal process to less than 1.5% in Ecological Nixtamal process; these solids include ashes, lipids, proteins, and dietary fiber (Ramos et al. 2018). Research conducted by Tapotubun (2008) shows that the longer the heating time, the smaller the protein content.

The decrease in protein content begins during the denaturation process. Denaturation process that occurs in damages to hydrogen bonds and other secondary forces that...
require protein molecules, or in other words, damage to secondary structures, tertiary and quartz protein molecules (Winarno 2004).

If a protein is denatured, the typical three-dimensional arrangement of the polypeptide chain is disrupted, and the molecule opens into a random structure, with no damage to the covalent skeleton structure. Therefore, protein molecules are very fragile and immediately damaged by heat (Lehninger 2009). Furthermore, heat causes protein damage, and there is a decrease in protein content.

Fat Lipids or fats have soluble properties in polar solvents such as ethanol, ether, chloroform, and benzene. ANOVA result reveals Fvalue < Ftable (that there is no significant effect (F-count < F- treatment of lime concentration, boiling duration, and interaction between the content of fat grits of nixtamal corn. Analysis of the fat content of corn grits in this study can be seen in Figure 3.

These results are similar to those reported by Vega Rojas et al. 2017, whereas the nixtamalization process does not cause significant changes in fatty acid components from germ oil. Based on Figure 3, it can be seen that the lowest fat content is in the treatment of lime concentration of 1.5%, with a boiling duration of 60 minutes, i.e., 3.36%, while 0.5% lime concentration, with 30-minute boiling time has the highest fat content of 3.59% compared to controls and other treatments.

For the fat content of grits, in controls had a fat content of 3.40% slightly higher than the 1.5% lime concentration treatment, with a boiling duration of 60 min. The low-fat content of nitrogen in corn grits is due to the fatty nature of a foodstuff, which is sensitive to some conditions, one of which is the temperature. Based on the results obtained, it showed a decrease in average fat content occurred in the treatment with the duration of boiling is 60 minutes.

This is due to the corn in the treatment, has a long period during boiling, so that the fat content in the material becomes damaged, due to heat obtained from boiling water, and the reaction between water and lime. Palupi et al. (2007) argue that the rate of fat damage varies with the temperature used and the processing time. The higher the temperature used, the fat damage will increase.

According to Tapotubun (2008), temperature and heating time affects the fat content of the product; it is closely related to the fatty nature of the solid at room temperature,
while the temperature reached in boiling is 1000°C. Therefore, the fat will be melted and disappear with water. Treatment affects the content of corn fat; this is due to the nature of fat that is not heat resistant. Figure 3. Fat Percentage of corn grits.

Controls: Without Treatment; A1B1: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A2B1: Lime 1%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A3B1: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A1B2: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A2B2: Lime 1%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A3B2: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes Figure 4. Water content percentage of corn grits. Controls: Without Treatment; A1B1: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time 60 minutes; A2B1: Lime 1%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A3B1: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A1B2: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A2B2: Lime 1%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A3B2: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes Water content Its moisture content strongly influences the stability of the quality of food during storage.

The high water content in food will provide an opportunity for the growth of microorganisms and activate enzymes that can cause damage to the material. The water content of corn grits can be seen in Figure 4. Based on Figure 4, the value of the water content of corn grits at all treatments ranges from 10.54% to 11.33%. The lowest percentage value of the water content is at 1.5% lime concentration treatment, with a 30-minute boiling time, and the highest percentage of moisture content is in the treatment of 0.5% lime concentration, with a boiling time of 60 minutes. However, grits control maize has a water content of 12.08%.

This is due to grits of control maize not passing through the stages of the nixtamalization process. In contrast, the water content of nixtamalization corn which shows the value of water content tends to decrease along with the amount of lime concentration added. This is caused by the ability of water catchment that is lower because of the solution PH is formed further away from the optimal pH.

For that reason, it affects the moisture content of corn. According to Upreti and Metzger (2006), the higher the calcium content formed, the smaller the amount of water that can be trapped. ANOVA result shows F-value < F-table (, meaning that the treatment of lime concentration, the duration of boiling, and the interaction between the two treatments are not significantly different. This is indicated by the value of factor A (lime concentration) 0.00014 <3.88 means that (F-count <F-table 0.05).
Factor B (boiling time) 0.0006 < 4.75 means that (F-count < F- has a value of 0.0000004 < 3.88 which means that (F-count < F- Another factor influencing the high and low water content grits nixtamal corn is the length of time boiling against corn. This is because when the boiling process takes place, corn on 60 minutes longer treatment interacts with boiling water compared to corn in the old treatment of 30 minutes of boiling time. This is related to the ability of the components of the composition of corn to absorb water, namely carbohydrates.

Ash content Ash content can show total minerals in food. According to Winarno (2004), most foodstuffs which are about 96% consists of organic and water. The rest consists of mineral elements. Mineral elements are also known as organic substances or ash content. Here are the data of the test results of the ash content of corn grits.

Data in Figure 5 indicates the average grits of corn grits value of all treatments ranged from 1.34% to 1.39%. Ash grits of corn grits have increased along with the amount of lime concentration added. On the other hand, the value of ash content obtained grits corn control is 1.31%.

This implies that the ash content of grits control corn is the lowest ash content compared with all treatments. Addition of mineral elements of whiting in each treatment causes an increased ash content of nixtamalization corn grits. Sediaoetama (2006) finds out that food processing will decrease mineral content because minerals contained in foodstuffs will be damaged in most processing processes caused by pH, oxygen, rays, and heat or a combination thereof. Meanwhile, according to Santoso et al. (2006), minerals in food can change the ANOVA result of Fvalue < Ftable (that shows that there is no significant difference (F-count < F- concentration, boiling time, and combination of treatment to ash content of nixtamalization corn grits. Siregar (1998) also states that in the absorption system in the fruit, there are several contributing factors, among others, temperature, pH, and cuticle fruits that significantly affect the absorption rate of Ca ions by the fruit.

Some of the processing does give a decrease to ash content after steaming and boiling, but there is an increase of ash content after boiling with lime addition due to the reactive and water-soluble nature of the lime. Consequently, it seeps into the ingredients at the time of boiling, and the mineral content or ash will increase. The effect of lime concentration and boiling time on calcium grits content of nixtamal maize
Nixtamalization is one of the processes that make some food have calcium content. Determination of calcium components in corn grits was carried out based on the standard curve shown in Figure 6.

The results of the analysis of calcium content in corn grits are shown in Figure 7. Figure 6 shows that the highest levels of calcium grits of corn nixtamal are obtained at a 1.5% lime concentration treatment, with the 30-minute boiling time of 1.09%. The lowest calcium concentration obtained at lime concentration treatment at 1.5%, with the 30-minute boiling time that is equal to 1.01% is in contrast to the calcium in grits maize control rate of 1.02%.

For corn grits, the control of low levels of calcium is due to the grits of maize does not pass through the process of nixtamalization with various treatments. According to Mendez-Montealvo et al. (2006), nixtamalization process is a process of dipping corn pine in alkaline solution followed by cooking corn during a few hours. Figure 5.

Ash content percentage of corn grits. Controls: Without Treatment; A1B1: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A2B1: Lime 1%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A3B1: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 60 minutes; A1B2: Lime of 0.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A2B2: Lime 1%, boiling time of 30 minutes; A3B2: Lime 1.5%, boiling time of 30 minutes KADIR et al.

Based on Figure 6, it can be seen that the relationship between Ca concentration and Ca absorbance has a value of $R^2 = 0.9987$ which means that the higher the lime concentration used, the more the absorbance of calcium content in corn of nixtamal corn will increase. The value of calcium grits of nixtamal maize in Figure 7 on each treatment increased with the increase of lime concentration in the process of nixtamalization, with the duration of boiling is 60 minutes and 30 minutes.

High content of calcium, caused by lime solution added when boiling, have successfully
entered with water into corn grits and trapped inside. Therefore, the content of calcium grits of corn is increasing. Research conducted by Sediaoetoma (2006) concludes that the processing of food will reduce the mineral content because minerals contained in foodstuffs will be damaged in most processing caused by pH, oxygen, light, and heat or a combination thereof.

In contrast to Sediaoetoma (2006), particularly about the combination of material that can decrease the minerals contained in the food, this study finds out that there is a combination of lime concentration with the duration of boiling. Lime betel or CaO is a reactive material with water and will form Ca (OH)2 in the form of a water-soluble powder.

The reaction of CaO with water is an exothermic reaction that releases heat energy (Chang and Tikkanen 1988, Galvan-Ruiz et al. 2007). With the heat energy released by the interaction of water and lime, it is expected to affect the rate of absorption of calcium and water into the inside of the fruit. Meanwhile, boiling time can also affect the high content of calcium that successfully enter and trapped in the material.

Siregar (1998) asserts that in the absorption system of the fruits, several factors influence it, such as temperature, pH, and fruit cuticle that significantly affect the absorption rate of Ca ions by the fruit. The use of calcium hydroxide has so far been considered safe in a predetermined amount (Taylor, 1980). The results of the analysis of variance show that the lime concentration, boiling duration, and interaction between the two are not significant (F-count < F- 0.05) to the content of calcium grits of nixtamal maize.

This is reinforced by the mean values obtained in Figure 7 showing that each treatment has no significant difference in calcium content. Seen in each of the factors that the lime and boiling time have almost the same effect, due to the concentration, temperature, and duration of boiling, each contributing to the high and low calcium content of a material. The higher the lime concentration given and the immersion time, the calcium content also produced increases.

The same thing also obtained from Vega Rojas et al. (2017) in which the Ca++ content increases if the Ca (OH)2 content increases as well as the steeping time. This increase is related to the calcium ions diffusion into the internal structures of the germ and the accumulation of CaCO3. In conclusion, nixtamalization process can reduce the moisture
content of grits after drying in which ranging from 12.09 (control) to 10.55%. The ash content of grits nixtamal increase from control (1.32%) to highest ash content at A3B1 (1.39%).

The content of protein grits of corn nixtamal ranged from 9.1-9.40%. The content of fat grits of corn nixtamal ranged from 3.36% to 3.59%. Carbohydrate content of corn grits nixtamal ranged between 74.44-75.36%. Nixtamalization process can increase the calcium content of grits nixtamal in which from 1.03% (control) to 1.09% although it is not significant.

The best calcium content is at 1.5% lime concentration treatment with a 30-minute boiling time. Boiling time and concentration level of lime can affect the calcium content of grits nixtamal except for 0.5% both at 30 minutes and 60 minutes of boiling time.
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